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Adm. Martin Visits
Davao Mill District
AS part of her campaign to further reach out to all mill
districts in the country, SRA Administrator Regina
Bautista-Martin visited the MDDCFI-Davao Mill District
on May 2, 2011. With her were Mr. Butch Alisla
(Executive Assistant III), Ms. Dina Padilla-Fernandez
(Chief Agriculturist) and Ms. Rosemarie Gumera
(Manager III, Planning office).
Upon arrival, the group went straight to Digos City
where they ate lunch at the USPD-MPC (United
Sugarcane Planters of Davao-Multi-Purpose
Cooperative) office. Here, Adm. Martin was introduced
to all Board Members. After a presentation chronicling
the cooperative’s history, a short open forum
followed.
The team then proceeded to the MDDC office located
at the DASUCECO compound where a special program
awaited. There, they met planters from various
associations and cooperatives led by MDDCFI
Chairman Mr. Constancio Galinato plus all their Board
of Directors.

Pampanga and Tarlac Planters
Unite for a Common Cause

Sugarcane planters marching towards the
Coca-Cola plant in San Fernando City.

Adm. Martin obliges for a photo op with Davao planters.

In her key note speech, Adm. Martin stressed the
importance of “compact or block farming” which
allows small planters to converge into one huge group.
In order to realize its goal, the group must have easy
access to the needed resources like tractor services,
planting materials, abundant fertilizer supply, haulers,
seminars on cane culture and most importantly,
manpower. The bottom line is for these small groups
of farmers to achieve high level of production per unit
area in preparation for the anticipated globalization in
the next few years.– Edgar Aclao

A combined force of more than two thousand sugarcane
planters/farmers/farm workers from the Pampanga and Tarlac
mill districts joined hands and staged a protest-rally on June 29,
2011 against the allegedly illegal activity of Coca-Cola Phils (at
its Balete, San Fernando City plant) through the importation of
sugar declared as premixes but tested to contain almost 99.25%
sucrose. These imported premixes can be technically
considered as refined sugar due to its considerable high sucrose
content.
The protesters considered this as technical smuggling, because
by declaring it as premixes the company can do away with the
38% tariff that must be charged supposedly on the imported
(Continued on p. 4)
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Editorial
By: Ferdie H. Corpuz

2.3 Million Tons… and Counting
BY the time this issue hits the districts, the sugar/sugar
cane industry may have added an official tally for ―Sugar
Produced‖ to the sugar database, and the present season‗s
run may well be over. Expectedly, our Extension field men,
by that time should have come up with a preliminary
figure for one of their favorite pre-occupations—the
―Crop Estimate.‖

estimated 2.377 million as of the first week of July, with
four (4) mills yet to call it a season! Whatever the reasons
behind, legit or otherwise, it‗s now all water under the
bridge.

The twenty-five percent (25%) disparity between the
estimated and the actual production however, is just too
considerable to overlook. Reason dictates that the entire
sugarcane industry, not just the individual MDOs or
MDDCs, must look into this mess lest a repeat of the
Now so much come to be factored in before a respectable same, with all its objectionable consequences, goes
estimate is arrived at that those who suggest that these
visiting us again in the near future.
numbers are picked in random as they fall from the
Taking into consideration the diversities and complexities
ceiling, or as what comes to mind as one stares into the
blue sky may be thinking about lotto or another industry in the farms brought about primarily, by changes in the
altogether. Foremost of course, will be the results of the environment and people‗s values as well, a serious review
of how we do the estimates becomes an imperative. And
past campaign—how the estimate fared vis-a-vis the
in this corrective undertaking, the available tools provided
actual production, what could be the reasons for the
by the modern and ever-changing technology must be
disparity, if any, etc.
harnessed to the dot.
Then, there are also the so-called measurable: yield, area,
inputs. The contribution of the weather, or weather spells,
may play a big part, and the effects of the likely forecast
SRA Imposes Strict Monitoring and
must be factored in again for the next campaign‗s
Laboratory Analysis of Premix Sugar
calculations. Three months after the initial figures, a
second assessment is made.
CONSIDERING the increase of imported sugar with
Here, the extension worker is supposed to go around his added flavoring or coloring being brought into the
district and make a thorough appraisal of the conditions country, the Sugar Regulatory Administration presently
on the ground. His vision-to-brain synchronization must required an intensified monitoring and analysis to ensure
be excellent: his eye calibrated to the level of the stand of that proper classification is implemented.
the cane, and his mind able to process what his eyes
Sugar Order #6 released early this year, says that all sugar
perceive based on the knowledge stored in his gray matter imports containing premixes declared under Tariff
related to the undertaking at hand. Then, a lot of gut-feel Heading 1701 and its sub-headings shall be monitored by
and experience-recall is applied.
SRA in terms of declared classification, quantity and unit
Coming from successive spells of La Niňa and El Niňo in volume, dates of arrival, ports of entry, country of origin,
the last two cropping seasons, there was much reason to name of importer, consignee and broker and end-product
predict a continuation of the production downslide since usage. Such monitoring shall be included in the on-site
the bumper crop in ‘07-‗08 - 1.94 million tons will be it ... inspection of goods either at the port, in transit and/or in
or so we thought. The different growth-affecting factors, the storage facilities of the plant where such goods will be
man-made and Providential alike, seemingly conspired to further processed.
prove everybody wrong.
A laboratory analysis is required through sampling of the
Throw in the effects of the high sugar prices, coupled with premix at a minimum of one sample per container van. It
incentive packages from some mills, and the fast growing/
early maturing traits of new varieties (really drawing from
(Continued on p. 8)
the bag of alibis now) and voila! What do we have? An
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Ruby’s faRm: A Successful Block Farming in Paniqui, Tarlac
RUBY’s Farm was established in 2006, when the
Department of Agrarian Reform distributed the
land where it stands to farmer-beneficiaries of
Brgy. Apulid in Paniqui, Tarlac. Some of the
beneficiaries are relatives of the farm’s present
leader, Mr. Marlon Gamboa. He was then working
in an auditing firm. Knowing that the capital to
start in sugarcane farming is quite high, he began
to have a vision on helping his relatives start the
plantation.
Instead of giving out loans, he envisioned a
structure that will help his fellow planters through
their joint efforts. The farm operates based solely
on its day-to-day operational requirements. The
clustered farm then consisted of 20 families and
around 15 hectares more or less. This marked the
beginning of Ruby’s Farm.
As years went by, innovations and improvements
on management system and farming practices
have contributed to the growth of the farm. Add to
these the partnership of the farmer beneficiaries
in the area.
At present, Ruby’s Farm consists of 139 families
which are all working during the peak season.
Farm workers, supervisors, irrigators, tractor
operators, and harvesters are all part of the work
force. One important goal of Mr. Gamboa,
together with his wife is to see their community
develop into a progressive barangay, with all farm
workers feeling happy and dignified with what
they do.

On every lot, a standard of operation is set like
cultural practices and cost of production. Mr.
Gamboa is encouraging his members to focus on
the income and not on the cost. Through his own
lot which serves as a model farm, Mr. Gamboa
lets his members see the actual difference of the
various innovations he learns from friends,
Internet and other available sources. In fact, he
had already acquired a mulcher/trash incorporator
and Pinocchio Subsoiler, all from his own pocket.
In this way, teaching sugarcane farming to his
members becomes very easy.
One of the distinct innovations of Ruby’s Farm
during its harvest season is the fire drill. Water
trucks, power sprayers, hose, knapsack sprayers,
proper coordination, and watch tower are
established in the farm. They conduct an actual
field fire to test how long it would take them to
control it. This will increase their awareness and
help develop the “Bayanihan system” which is
beneficial in all occasions.

Model Field which utilizes the Pinocchio Subsoiler in
Land Preparation

The Farming Structure
This crop year (2011-2012), Ruby Farm has
already reached 80 hectares of sugarcane with an
average of 100 tons per hectare on plant cane
and 75-80 tons per hectare on ratoon with an
average PSTC of 1.5-1.95. This is the product of
a very successful structure where Mr. Gamboa
acts as the President. He heads four major
divisions, namely: (1) Production, (2) Harvest, (3)
Motor Pool and (4) Finance.

The Noveli Mulcher

(Continued on p. 4)
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(Ruby’s Farm . . . from p. 3)

Financial System
Transparency and resource management is very
vital in gaining the trust and cooperation of all the
members. For every activity, like payment for the
planting costs, cultivation, fertilization etc., a
voucher is signed by the lot owner signifying that
a certain activity was actually done in his lot. With
this, financial reporting becomes transparent. At
the end of the milling season, a summary is given
to all the members concerning their respective lot
with all the costs and mill reports on their harvest.
Sharing system is based on the net profit. Mr.
Gamboa provides all of the expenses without
interest and gets 50-50 share on the net. In this
way, mutual partnership is developed.
Social Aspect

“Nagkaroon na ng trabaho, kumita pa sila!”

(Pampanga and Tarlac . . . from p. 1)

products. It was a big no-no to the group because instead of
the government generating taxes that can be relayed into
various projects that will benefit the poor, only the company
undeniably benefited from this unscrupulous activity.
Also, they consider this illegal activity as the culprit why the
farm gate price of sugar tremendously tumbled from P2,480 to
P1,200 per bag, from the period of November and May of last
year, respectively. Instead of the farmers benefiting from the
cyclical high sugar prices, it appeared that it was only the
company which benefited more, considering that Coca-Cola
eats up almost 70% of the national domestic consumption.
Said activity affected the domestic price of sugar as it
tremendously dropped. Instead of more income to feed their
hungry family and education for their children, and more
chances of improving farm productivity, the protesters felt
that they were cheated, hands-down.
The rally started with the two groups assembling from
opposite directions then marched towards the said Coca-Cola

These are the words of Mr. Gamboa when he
describes how happy he is with the current
success of the farm. Empowering the farmers to
strive and realize the goals of the group is very
fulfilling. Helping his fellow farmers is already a
success for Mr. Gamboa but seeing them with
improved lives is another story. However, the
success is also the fruit of values formation and
trust among the members. Giving back to the
people what is also due them will bear positive
results and unparalleled success. Job creation
within the community is one of the group’s
essential goals.
Future Plans
At present, not all of the land in Ruby’s Farm is
being planted with sugarcane because some
portions are waterlogged, approximately 20
hectares. Mr. Gamboa is appealing to the Sugar
Regulatory Administration to assist his group in
establishing an experiment on the appropriate
varieties of sugarcane suitable and can tolerate a
mild waterlogged in their area. - Lavern Olalia

plant. A group composed of farmers from del Carmen, Porac
and Asucal planters associations carrying banners and
placards marched a kilometer away coming from the north of
the McArthur highway towards the plant while another group
from CATPA, PCMA, Asucal planters associations and CAT
employees marched coming from the south and converged in
front of the plant.
Gathered in front of the Coca-Cola plant, speakers from the
various associations aired their sentiments for staging the rally.
They denounced the wasted opportunities that should have
been enjoined by the farmers more specially the small ones
together with the farm workers.
Even with the huge number of protesters, the rally still turned
out to be generally peaceful. Police force was visible as well as
media people who covered the proceedings. After the rally, the
participants dispersed peacefully carrying with them the hope
that this kind of illegal activity will stop for the welfare of the
sugarcane industry in the area.– Adel Catuira
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Baits and Rodenticides,
Distributed to
Combat Rat Outbreak
IN order to combat rat infestation
which is a main problem for farmers,
the Cotabato MDDC prepared some
70,000 pieces of rat baits and
distributed these in the whole
district. Residents near the mill
compound were hired for the said
purpose. The popular rodenticide
Racumin was used owing to its
tested safety as compared to other
brands in the market.
The rat outbreak in the area already
reached an alarming stage that it
prompted the Office of the
Provincial Agriculturist of North
Cotabato to allocate budget for its
control. Due to widespread demand
of the baits, the MDDC requested for
some reinforcements and seven
kilos worth of zinc phosphide
rodenticide was given to address the
concern.
To be sure that the supply is enough,
another batch of said rodenticide
was released and distribution is still
ongoing.
It‗s also a good thing that through
the radio program devoted to the
local MDDC which is hosted by
MDO Ireneo Nuñez, local planters
get educated and informed on the
safety in handling rodenticides and
its proper application in the field,
considering that it can be hazardous
to health being an acute poison.
Realizing the importance of this
undertaking, the MDDC vows to
augment its present budget to

SRA Adm. Martin
speaks before Davao
and Cotabato
planters during her
recent visit.

In Davao
SRA Adm. Martin
exchanges warm
pleasantries with the
USPD members.

ensure that more rat baits will be
distributed to the area this crop
year.

First Technology
Seminar for
CY 2011-2012 Held
THE first seminar in the Cotabato
mill district on sugarcane growing
technology for crop year 2011-2012
took place on June 14, 2011. It was
conducted at Barangay Buenaflor in
Tacurong City upon the invitation of
its Barangay Chairman.
The seminar, held at the barangay
hall had 23 participants. They were
comprised of old and new sugarcane
planters.
Interestingly, the said barangay is
near muscovado mills so, the
seminar boosted the farmers‗
interest on the proper culture of
sugarcane either for muscovado or
centrifugal sugar production.

MDDC Attends Cluster Meeting
in Sultan Kudarat
THE Cotabato MDDC attended the
cluster meeting of Muscovado

producers and marketers group in
Sultan Kudarat on June 21, 2011
upon the request of its Provincial
Director, Engr. Nelly Dillera of the
DTI.
The gathering was held at the capitol
building in Isulan. The cluster
acknowledged the programs of the
local MDDC and sought assistance
on the potential varieties for
muscovado in the area. They also
wanted to enjoy the same benefits
other areas experience out of the
local MDDC‗s services particularly
for planters.
Muscovado workers in the region
wanted to enjoy, too the benefits
given to planters for centrifugal
sugar especially the SAF, a program
directed to help alleviate the living
conditions of sugar farm workers.
In response to the clamour, the local
MDDC promised to repeat what it
did for the muscovado cluster in
North Cotabato where its demos
brought positive results for the said
sector.
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Balayan MDDFI
Launches
“Balik-Taad” Program

SRA Orients CARSUMCO
Mill on Proper Operation
and Functions of GPS

IN an attempt to further improve
its district‗s production, the
Balayan MDDFI initiated the
―Balik-Taad‖ program at the start
of Crop Year 2010-2011.

IN response to the CARSUMCO mill
management‗s clamor through its
Operations Manager Peter G.
Dumelod, the Sugar Regulatory
Administration (SRA) sent one of its
key people to conduct a training
session on the proper operations and
functions of GPS in the district on
June 8-9, 2011.

MDO Celso Ersando with Balik-taad
recipient, Ms. Myla Vilela-Toreja.

This project aims to establish
more nurseries in the different
municipalities within the district in
order for sugarcane planters to have
easy access to new high-yielding
varieties in their locality. Due to this,
a more rapid propagation of HYV in
the mill district is expected.
Actually, in the ―Balik-Taad‖
program, cane points of new HYVs
are provided by the Balayan MDDFI
to a select cooperator. Said
cooperator will shoulder all farm
expenses, from planting to cutback
i.e., after six months.

one SRA Agriculturist.
In line with the initial
implementation of the program, four
(4) varieties coming from
PHILSURIN‗s breeding station
located in Negros Occidental were
planted in Dagatan, Lipa City
through the kindness of Ms. Myla
Vilela Toreja. These are: PSR 200034, PSR 2000-343, K 88-87 and K 88
-65.

The first cutback operation took
place on June 3, 2011. Lucky
recipients of the variety dispersal
During the initial cutback, the
were the following: Cavite
cooperator will return the cane
Sugarcane Planters- MPC in
points used plus one (1) lacsa
Magallanes, Cavite c/o Mr. Jess
additional for every four (4)
Olano (with a total of 12 lacsas of
harvested lacsas of planting
cane points good for a three-hectare
materials. The MDDFI will again
nursery farm); Mr. Herby Martinez
transfer the cane points they
of Caloocan, Balayan (1 lacsa of K88
received to another cooperator, and -65) and Mr. Alfredo Gatdula of
so on. The cycle continues until such Magabe, Balayan (1 lacsa of K88time when all farmers get satisfied
65).
with their new HYVs.
Meanwhile, the Cavite Planters
Interestingly, the initial cane points
Cooperative received 5 lacsas of PSR
to be propagated will come from
2000-34, 5 lacsas of PSR 2000-343
PHILSURIN‗s yearly allocation of
and 2 lacsas of K88-87.
P50,000.00 per MDDC across the
With ―Balik-Taad‖, the Balayan
country. This means less expenses
for each MDDC in its establishment MDDFI is optimistic that in time,
district farmers will be able to
of HYV nursery farms. Meanwhile,
acquire new HYVs which are best
monitoring and supervision in the
suited to their respective farms. formation and care of the nursery
are the obligation of the MDDFI and Celso Ersando

GPS-GIS expert and current Tarlac
MDO Laverne Olalia conducted a
two-day seminar which was staged
at the CARSUMCO Conference Hall
and was participated in by 12
CARSUMCO staff members from its
Agricultural Support Department
including their Indian consultants.
On the initial day of the training, Mr.
Olalia shed light on what GPS is all
about: its importance, basic
operation, keys/functions and how
to make use of the different keys
(e.g. menu, page, mark, etc.) before
navigating. He also enumerated
some valuable tips on how to care
for the unit and obtain accurate and
reliable data.
The following day the actual
operation of the GPS was taught:
how to measure a certain lot,
establish waypoints and download
data from GPS to the computer.
Each was given a chance to
download data and manipulate
them depending on his liking. Data
manipulation involves extraction of
area, distance, etc. and also coming
up with the map. How to save the
data and how to make folders in the
computer using GPS Trackmaker
(Continued on p. 8)
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sunod na bagyo upang mapangalagaan ang mga
makinarya at kagamitan ng DPMDDFI.
-0Ang sugarcane convergence program ng SRA ay
ipinaliwanag ni Board Member Sandoval at Dr. Ng2
ni MANG TOM BAYAN
Padilla-Fernandez, Head ng Extension Services
Division, sa joint MDDFI ng Don Pedro at Balayan Mill
Districts noong April 7, 2011 sa CADP Guest House,
ANG Batangas Integrated Sugar Planters Multi-Purpose Nasugbu, Batangas.
Cooperative (BISPMPC) ay kumuha ng tractor Loan sa
Bangko Kabayan at bumili ng 13 Units ng bagong John Sa paraang ito ng Block Farming, magkakaroon ng
grupo ng small planters na may kabuuang 30 hektarya
Deere Tractor na may 120 H.P. para sa Farm
ang tinataniman ng tubo. Sila ang pagkakalooban ng
Mechanization Project ng kooperatibang ito.
pangunahing serbisyo at kaukulang tulong para sa
Nagkaroon ito ng Launching at Blessing Ceremony
Farm Mechanization, pagtatanim ng HYVs,
noong April 2, 2011 sa Town Plaza ng Ibaan, Batangas. pangangalaga sa tanim, harvesting and hauling at
Ang tema ay “Efficient Production thru Farm
pakikipag-ugnayan sa Sugar Mill para sa
Mechanization.” Dumalo sina Chairman Salvatierra at
napapanahong pag-ilo.
Board Member Arnel Toreja ng Philsucor.
Ang MDDC ang inatasan ng SRA upang manguna sa
Nagbigay ng mensahe si Board Member Pablito
pagbuo ng Block Farm at Accreditation nito, upang
Sandoval ng SRA tungkol sa kahalagahan ng Farm
mabigyan ng kaukulang tulong mula sa DA, DAR,
Mechanization para mapaunlad ang production bilang
DENR at LGUs.
paghahanda sa zero tariff mula sa taong 2015.
Inaasahan ng SRA na sa napapanahong pagtutulungan
Upang mapangalagaan nang wasto ang mga bagong
ng iba’t ibang ahensya, mapapa-unlad ang produksyon
traktora nagtaguyod ang AG-Mech Systems
na malaking halaga ang matitipid.
Corporation ng Operators and Mechanics Training
Noong June 7, 2011 dumalo sa Consultation Meeting,
noong May 20-21, 2011 sa farm ni Arnel Toreja sa
sina Maru Gumera, Head ng Planning Dept. at Butch
Ibaan, Batangas.
Alisla, Executive Asst. ng SRA na hiniling nina Merle
-0Manalo, PARO I at Felixberto Cagahastian, PARO II ng
Batangas. Ginanap ang unang meeting sa opisina ng
Noong April 8, 2011, nagkaroon ng Ground Breaking
DPMDDFI sa Nasugbu at dumalo sila Edel Ocampo,
Ceremony para sa Garage and Building at Demo Site
Philsurin Coordinator, Martin Alviar ng CADP at Joel
ng Don Pedro MDDFI sa Brgy. Guinhawa, Tuy,
Ronario, Agriculturist ng Balayan MD.
Batangas.
Ang pondong nakalaan na P5M ay matagal na pinagipunan ng DPMDDFI para sa mahalagang project na
ito.
Nagkaisa ang Board of Trustees sa pamumuno ng
Chairman na si Eng’r Fabian Ballelos, na sila na ang
mangasiwa sa Construction Work at pagbili ng
materials upang makatipid sa gastos.
Ang matitipid na halaga ay ilalaan naman sa pagbili ng
karagdagang kagamitan tulad ng Ripper, Trash
Mulcher, at Mechanical Cane Planter upang higit na
matulungan ang mga maliliit na magsasaka ng tubo sa
pagpapaunlad ng produksyon at mabawasan ang
malaking gastos.
Sisikapin ni Chairman Ballelos na matapos ang garahe
sa buwan ng Hulyo 2011 bago dumating ang sunud-

Pinag-usapan ang pagbuo ng Block Farm.
Magkakaroon ng Core group at MDDC level.
Maghahanda ng Project Proposal ang grupo.
Tutulong ang SRA na makakuha ng financial support
mula sa iba’t ibang concerned agencies.
MDDC naman ang tutulong sa Farm Mechanization at
sugar road rehabilitation, HYVs at EWA seminar; DAR
ang tutulong para sa Subsidized Fertilizer.
Maglalaan din ng pondo para sa Livelihood Projects
upang masustinahan ang pangunahing
pangangailangan ng maliliit na planters habang
naghihintay ng iluhan.

-0(Sundan sa pahina 8)
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(Tawag Pansin . . . mula sa pahina 7)
Ang sugarcane farming ay isang negosyo na
nangangailangan ng malaking puhunan. Ang gastos
bawat LKG ay Php 1,213.00 sa Plant Cane at Php
925.00 sa Rotoon cane o average na Php1,069.00
bawat Lkg sa Batangas.
Sabi ng mga sugar planters, ‘di dapat bumaba sa Php
1,500.00 per Lkg para kumita ng kaunti sa sugar
farming business.
Sinisikap ng SRA na magkaroon ng balanseng
produksyon sa consumption at export sugar upang
mapangalagaan ang katamtamang presyo ng asukal
at makinabang ang sugar planters, farm at mill
workers, consumers at traders.

(SRA Orients Carsumco . . . from p. 6)

were also taught.
The last part of the training was a brief lecture on GIS
Applications where the participants were told that
understanding will come easier if there are already available
data. The CARSUMCO people in attendance said that as
soon as all data are collected, they would once again tap Mr.
Olallia as resource speaker.
Before the training came to a close, the participants
expressed their sincerest thanks to their lecturer and SRA. -

Lito Caranguian

(SRA Imposes . . . from p. 2)

Paano kung ang produksyon ay sobra sa
consumption?

shall be extracted by the SRA Regulation Officer in accordance with
the sampling protocol set by the SRA laboratory and in the presence of
Kapag sobra ang supply sa demand – bagsak presyo! the importer, consignee, broker or their representative.
If the sample is based on SRA‗s laboratory analysis and contains over
Iyan ang nangyayari ngayon. Sumobra ang supply
65% by dry weight in sugar, such shall be classified by SRA as B, C or D
kasi may nanggaling na asukal sa ibang bansa. Ang
sugar and shall indicate the issuance of an appropriate SRA Clearance.
bodega ng smuggled sugar sa Bulacan ay natunton
ng mga kinatawan ng SRA.
-0Kailangan na ng SRA ang Task Force na may
POLICE POWER upang mapangalagaan ang
kapakanan ng mga sugar planters. Kailangang
masustinahan ang profitability at productivity para
magpatuloy ang pag-unlad ng sugar industry.

SRA is mandated to regulate the supply of sugar in order to establish a
balanced relation between its production and requirement.
To date, a number of premixes from importation with SRA Clearance
that have been analyzed were classified by SRA as ―C‖ or Reserve
Sugar containing over 65% by dry weight of sugar, In-Quota. The rest
of the premixes that were analyzed contain no sugar or very little
sugar content.—Mafi Ramos

-0Dapat my “D” sugar allocation para sa food processor
para hindi na sila mag-import ng premix sugar.
Ang ‘A’ sugar naman, huwag ng padaanin sa trader.
Kung may kasunduan sa volume at presyo ang Phil.
at US, ideliber na lamang at pabayaran ang halaga at
transport cost!
Kung talaga namang patuloy ang pagbagsak ng
presyo, mag-Ethanol na tayo.
Hindi dapat bumagsak ang industriya ng asukal dahil
milyong tao na umaasa dito ang mapeperhuwisyo.
Kailangan ang pagtutulungan ng Sugar Planters
Federation, Millers Associations at iba pang
stakeholders upang masugpo ang sugar smuggling!
Kumilos na tayo!
-0-
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